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MARKET MAKER
SCOPE
The purpose of the document is to provide detailed information about the operating principles of the market making
application and the parameters that should be used. The document also includes VIOP-FX, VIOP-PAY Hedge parameters.

• Purpose
The purpose of the market making practice is to ensure that the prices of options or futures contracts, which will be
determined by some calculations on excel, are transferred to the market by using other parameters on excel. The prices
of orders transmitted to the market with the application can be automatically improved / worsened, quantity corrected,
and order cancellation.

• Application Parameters
File Name: The address and name of the excel file to be read by the market maker application is specified in this field. If
the location is not specified, Excel will not open and the application will not run.
For Example: C:\Users\xxxx\Documents\OMS\PY.xlsx
Page Name: The page name of the Excel file to be read by the Market Maker application is specified in this field.
For example: Sheet1
Contract: The column name in which the contract will be read in the Excel page is entered in this field.
Buying Price: The column name where the buy price will be read in the Excel page is entered in this field.
Sales Price: The column name where the sales price will be read in the Excel sheet is entered in this field.
Purchase Amount: The name of the column where the purchase amount will be read in the Excel sheet is entered in this
field.
Sales Amount: The column name where the sales amount will be read in the Excel sheet is entered in this field.
Minimum Quantity: The name of the column where the minimum amount to be sent to the market in any condition is
entered in this field in the Excel sheet.
Long Position Amount: It is ensured that the long positions of the account are displayed instantly in the desired cell of
Excel. The column name of the desired cell must be defined in this parameter.
Short Position Amount: It is ensured that the short positions of the account are displayed instantly in the desired cell of
Excel. The column name of the desired cell must be defined in this parameter.
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APPLICATION PARAMETERS
Counter Order Number: Refers to the number of orders that are expected to pass from the counter price (the number of
orders executed in the exchange at the selling price if the best price level is zero) in order to remove the markup value to
be applied in case the orders in the tier are reset.
Same Direction Spread: This parameter provides vertical price control and expresses the number of tiers. After a
purchase price is formed in Excel, the spread value is defined in this field in order to control the spread between the next
purchase price and the next purchase price. The spread value entered in this field within the sales price is valid. For
example; The purchase price of the USDTRY contract is 2.9760, and if the Same Direction Spread parameter = 10, the
prices within the given limit will be 10 levels down and 10 notches up 2.9750-2.9760-2.9770. If the next purchase price
calculated in Excel is 2.9782, this price is not taken into account and the program does not make order correction.
Can Be Processed: The name of the column (column) where the contracts in the Excel page to be closed for order
submission will be read, is entered in this field. In this column, the value 0 (zero) must be written in front of the contract
that does not want to send an order. It is sufficient to write the value 1 to send an order. The parameter can be changed
to 0 or 1 within the session. The application will detect whether or not to send orders.
Hedge Symbol: In case orders sent to the passive level through the market maker module are executed, an order can be
sent in the opposite direction to the contract specified in the hedge symbol field. The order to be sent for hedging
purposes will be sent to the current active price (Market Price Order) of the contract in the hedge symbol area and the
amount of the actual order from the original contract pending in the passive.
Base Symbol: A contract name to be referenced is written in this field. Only spreads are written in the Bid Price and Sale
Price fields in Excel. The application sends orders by adding these spreads above the contract price in the exchange. For
example; If the appropriate maturity of the USDTRY symbol is entered in the base symbol field and 0.0021 is entered in
the buy price field, assuming that the price in the exchange is 2.9770, the program will send an order to 2.9770 + 0.0021
= 2.9791.
Important Note: When the base symbol option is used, the prices where the orders are sent cannot be viewed in excel.
Therefore, any problems that may occur should be taken into consideration.
Intraday Net Position: It is used to print the starting position at the beginning of the day in the Excele takasbank position
file. By using this initial value, the net daily position can be calculated in excel.
Excel Reading Period: When the application is requested to read Excel to certain periods, a value in milliseconds can be
entered into this field. For example; If the parameter is 5 seconds, the change is noticed and the movement is created as
soon as the 5-second cycles meet the change, not every 5 seconds.
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MARKET MAKER
APPLICATION PARAMETERS
Automatically Detect Changes: The parameter value can be changed to True when the changes to be made in Excel are
requested to be detected automatically. "Excel Reading Period" parameter can be used together with this parameter.
Close File When Connection Closed: If the parameter is selected as True, the Excel file is also saved and closed when the
application processing is closed.
User Can Close Excel: It is used to prevent accidental closing of Excel while the application is running. If the option is
False, Excel cannot be closed while the application is running.
Save on Exit: If you want to save the changes made in the Excel file while the application is closed, this option can be
marked as True.
Use Symbol Limits? : If you want to use the Market Making spread and quantity conditions specified in the communiqué,
this parameter should be marked as True. If False is selected, the order is sent without checking the limit.
Markup Level Number: In case the orders in the level are reset; refers to the markup value to be applied to the price
when sending new orders to the same level. Prices sent with markup wait in the market as much as the "Time to Expect
with Markup Price" parameter.
Cancel Orders If Price Is Entered Zero: When zero value is entered or calculated in the cells in which buy and sell prices
are read in Excel, orders in the exchange are canceled. If the buy price is zero, buy orders are canceled. If the sales price
is zero, sales orders are canceled.
Waiting Time for Minimum Quantity: When the number of orders pending in the active level falls below the "Minimum
Quantity" parameter specified in excel, it refers to the time that must pass for the amount in the level to be completed to
the minimum amount.
Waiting Time for Quotation Amount: It refers to the time it takes for the order in the stage to be completed to the actual
quotation amount after the order is completed to the minimum amount.
Time to Wait when the Level is Reset: It refers to the period that must pass from the moment the orders in the active
level are reset to the "Minimum Quantity" order submission.
Time to Wait with Markup Price: It refers to the waiting period of the markup price sent to the same level (Markup
price) in case orders in the level are reset. When the time expires, the markup is removed.
Screen Update Period: It is the parameter that determines how long the data read from Excel will be updated on the
Market Maker screen.
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RUNNING THE APPLICATION
1. The Market Maker module is opened from the OMS main menu.

2. First of all, the parameters in the market making (MM) screen must be adjusted. According to the excel view below,
on the MM screen, from the 'A' column of the Contract in Excel, 'B' of the Purchase Price, 'C' of the Sale Price, 'D' of the
Purchase Quantity, 'E' of the Minimum Quantity, 'F' of the Number of Opposing Orders Definitions can be made stating
that it should be read from the 'Can be Operated' column. The order of Excel columns is not important. It is important
that the relevant contract is on line.
3. Parameters can be saved to a file by clicking the Save button so that the entered parameters can be used at the next
startup. The saved parameters at the next startup will be automatically read from the parameter file. It can be used by
saving more than one parameter file.
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THE WORKING PRINCIPLES OF THE APPLICATION
The application basically controls two situations in the management of the stage.
1.

The situation that the amount waiting in the stage falls below the minimum amount specified in excel

2.

Status of resetting the pending quantities in the step

1.In the event that the amount waiting in the stage falls below the minimum amount in Excel:

When the application is run according to the values determined in the excel columns above, 6 orders at a price of
2,1215 are sent to the Buy side and 6 orders at a price of 2,1325 are sent to the sales side. Assuming that there are no
other orders in the levels, the depth screen is as follows.

If 2 sales are made at a price of 2,1215 for 6 buy orders in active tiers, the system will notice that the amount waiting
at the level is below the minimum quantity value of 5, and after waiting 8 seconds, which is the "waiting time for the
minimum quantity", 1 new purchase order at a price of 2,1215. By sending orders, it will first complete the stage to the
minimum amount of 5. Then, after waiting for 10 seconds, which is the "Waiting Time for Quotation Amount", it will
complete the flow by sending 1 more order at a price of 2,1215. When the stage goes below the minimum amount, it is
first of all completed to the minimum amount. Then it is completed to the actual quotation amount.
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THE WORKING PRINCIPLES OF THE APPLICATION
2. Zeroing Status of Amounts Waiting in the Step:
If the level is reset by making 6 sales at the price of 2,1215 to 6 pending buy orders at active levels, it will remain
dormant for 12 seconds, which is the "time to wait when the level is reset" parameter.
It will then send a minimum quantity and markup price order. The order with markup price will wait 14 seconds at the
level according to the "Time to Expect with Markup Price" parameter. At this stage;
In the event that an order equal to the "Counter Order Number" is passed over the last resetted tier price from the
other tier, or when the 14-second period expires, the markup on the price is removed. (In the waiting phase, if the
number of orders in the stage falls below the minimum amount again, the rules to complete to the minimum quantity
will work.)
Afterwards, the minimum quantity and unmarked order will wait for 10 seconds, which is the "Waiting Time for
Quotation Amount", and then send one more order at a price of 2,1215 to complete the flow.

• Hedge Feature Working Principles:
With the application, the orders sent to the passive can be hedged with the desired VIOP contract. In case of realization
of orders sent to VIOP contract in the "Contract" column in Excel, orders can be sent against the contract defined in
the "Hedge Contract" column in excel. As can be seen in the sample excel view, if, for example, 5 (Buy) orders are
executed among the orders sent to the F_XU0301215S0 contract, 5 (Sales) orders with a limit price will be sent to the
F_XU0300615S0 contract at the current active price.
Since the limit price orders sent to the hedge contract are sent in the WRP (Write Remaining Passive) type, it may
be subject to not be realized and written as passive. The user has to manually manage the orders sent to the hedge
contract after posting.
If you do not want to send an order to the hedge contract, it is sufficient to leave the "Hedge Agreement" field blank.
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• Cancellation Functions:
Order Cancellation Through Excel:
When the parameters in the Excel file are changed by the user, the system will automatically detect the changes and
take the relevant actions. For example, if a contract (including in-session) is desired to be closed for order sending, if
the value 1 in column H is set to 0 (zero), no order will be sent from that moment on and orders in the market will be
canceled.

• Order Cancellation Through Application:
In order to cancel orders through the application, you can use the "Transactions" menu on the left to Cancel Purchases,
Cancel Sales, Cancel All. Functionality in this area will cancel orders in all contracts. For cancellation on a contract basis,
the 0 and 1 parameters in Excel must be used.
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DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) FX HEDGE
Derivatives Market(VIOP) Market Making Transactions:
1. Provides instant collateral risk management in accordance with Takasbank SPAN algorithm.
2. With the OMS Market making application, orders can be sent to all BIST VIOP contracts.
3. Contracts for which orders are sent can be changed momentarily and can be closed / opened at any time,
collectively or individually.
4. Provides the opportunity to make transactions with more than one account with OMS account management.
5. Ability to make transactions by separating a single account into Sub Accounts.
6. It has flexible management and transaction interfaces.
7. OMS provides controlled order management on account and user basis according to symbols, spreads and limits to
be determined.
8. With the OMS order tracking screens, all orders, positions and collateral information sent to the VIOP market can be
monitored instantly.
9. Orders can be constantly kept in the stock exchange with price and quantity information calculated (formulated) on
Excel.
10. With the Excel formulation, orders can be held at the desired level in the desired contract.
Hedging Transactions: NEW
1. With VIOP, it provides instant hedging between different (Forex, Energy, etc.) markets.
2. OMS software API can be integrated with any environment provided.
3. Positions opened as a result of transactions are automatically synchronized between both markets within the
specified conditions.
4. All markets' prices and positions can be monitored and reported instantly.
5. Automatic order submission can be provided by providing personal formulation by transferring real-time data to
Excel.
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DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) FX HEDGE
DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) FX HEDGE TOPOLOGY
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DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) EQUITY HEDGE
It is to provide detailed information about the operating principles and the parameters to be used of the MM
Equity Automatic Hedge sub-module, which is added to the VIOP market making application and designed to
simultaneously send hedge orders to the Spot Market.
The purpose of the Equity Automatic Hedge module is to ensure that, in the event of Market Maker orders sent to
option or futures contracts, reverse protection orders are transmitted to ISE by using spread prices to be determined by
some calculations on excel and other parameters on excel.
Orders transmitted to the Spot market with the application will then be corrected manually. With this new automation
feature, a serious efficiency and labor gain is aimed in the operational efficiency of Market Maker operations for the
Institutions.

• Application Parameters
Hedge Symbol: In the current structure, in case orders sent to the passive level through the Market Maker module are
realized, market price orders can be sent in the opposite direction to the VIOP contract to be specified in the hedge
symbol field. With the new module, the Equity Market code to be entered in the same field will be automatically
detected, and it will be possible to send the order whose quantity and price spread will be determined by the parameters
on Excel.
Hedge Multiplier: The value entered in this parameter determines how many times the order amount to be sent to the
Equity Market will be the actual order amount.
Bid Spread: It is the difference value to be deducted from the actual price in order to determine the selling order price to
be sent for the actual purchase transaction.
Ask Spread: It is the difference value to be deducted from the actual price in order to determine the purchase order
price to be sent for the actual sales transaction.
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DERIVATIVES MARKET(VIOP) EQUITY HEDGE
With the new feature, in addition to the orders sent to the desired VIOP contract at market price, hedging transactions
can be performed with the Equity contract. In case of realization of orders sent to Derivatives Market(VIOP) contract
in the "Contract" column in Excel, hedge orders can be sent to the contract defined in the "Hedge Contract" column
in Excel. Example: As it can be seen in the Excel view, if the purchase is made at the price of 2.39 in the contract of F_
EKGYO0618; BIST Pay will send a sales order at the price of 2.36 for the actual amount and vice versa.
It may be possible that the limit price orders sent to the hedge contract are not executed and written as passive. The
user has to manually manage the orders sent to the hedge contract after posting. If you do not want to send an order
to the hedge contract, it is sufficient to leave the "Hedge Agreement" field blank.
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